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DES MOINES WATER WORKS
Board of Water Works Trustees

AGENDA ITEM FORM
SUBJECT: Customer Hearing Re: Installation of New Water Meter and Meter Reading Equipment - Roger Raisch,
4315 Shoreline Drive, Pleasant Hill
SUMMARY:
Pleasant Hill customers Roger Raisch and Nadine Adele will appear before the Board seeking to overturn the DMWW’s
staff deadline to allow DMWW to replace the current water meter with a meter and transmitting device capable of reading
consumption through radio waves or to face termination of water service on January 30, 2015.
Attached are three documents that provide material information for the Board’s consideration including: 1) An email from
the customers to me, dated November 19, 2014, summarizing their views about the inappropriateness of DMWW’s
actions to compel installation of Automated Meter Reading (AMR) equipment at their residence or face termination of
service; 2) a chronology involving this matter prepared by Amy Kahler, Director of Customer Service; and 3) the
determination of an Appeal Panel appointed by me, including Ted Corrigan, Peggy Freese and Dan Klopfer, to review
this dispute and hear directly from the customers about their concerns ordering AMR conversion or service termination by
January 30, 2015.
Under both the Rules and Regulations of DMWW and the Board Policy Manual, I concur in the staff’s determination that
the AMR conversion at this premise should move forward or that service should be terminated by January 30, 2015.
Following approximately 80,000 meter conversions that promote electronic consumption reads rather than manual on site
consumption reads, this is the only “hold out” remaining. The customers have provided no good cause to interrupt the
modernization of our consumption technologies demanding the subsidized manual reads of their meter.
FISCAL IMPACT:
The fiscal impact will be greater than $15/month formally allowed for normal reads as a transitional option under the
Rules and Regulations.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
1) Uphold the staff determination to complete AMR conversion by January 30, 2015, or be disconnected.
Or
2) Modify the staff recommendation to allow continued manual reads of this customer until the meter reaches its
estimated end of life.
BOARD REQUIRED ACTION:
Uphold the staff ‘s determination to complete AMR conversion by January 30, 2015 or be disconnected.

______________________/______
(date)

_______________________/______
(date)

__________________________/______
(date)
William G. Stowe
CEO and General Manager

Attachments: Letter from Roger Raisch and Nadine Adele, Chronology prepared by Amy Kahler, Appeal Panel’s Determination

Chronology of Roger Raisch Issue, 4315 Shoreline Dr., Pleasant Hill
Summary
May 2013

Pleasant Hill Radio Frequency (RF) project began

December
2013 –
January 2014

Standard letter process explaining project and asking customer to call
for appointment.

March 2014

Attempted to turn water off due to no-response. Discovered box does
not operate and water was not, in fact, interrupted.

April 2014

Standard stopbox Condition of Service process (letters, etc.).

May 2014

Appointment made by customer to replace equipment, but customer
changed mind once we got there. Unable to replace equipment.

June – July
2014

Communications between Roger Raisch and Distribution re: repair of
stopbox.

August 2014

Amy Kahler provides technical specifications on equipment, and verbal
and email conversations follow trying to arrange for appointment.

End of August Roger Raisch refuses appointment. Considers matter closed.
End of August Pleasant Hill RF project is completed.
September

Amy Kahler has several communications in attempt to get appointment
scheduled.

End of
October

Amy Kahler advises customer that $15 Meter Reading Admin fee has
been removed from Rules & Regulations.

November

Customer Hearing with DMWW Appeals Committee and related
communications.

Early
December

DMWW Appeals Committee emails and sends letter declining
customer’s request to not be required to change equipment.

Summary of Direct Customer Interactions:
•

7 Field Visits

•

13 written communications

•

14 verbal communications

